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Klee in Gri,inbaum [7] has asked what is the minimum number of 
vertices for a 3-polytope having no Hamiltonian circuit, that is, no closed 
path on the edges of the polytope which goes through each vertex exactly 
once. Barnette and JuEovic [I] have shown that the minimal number of 
vertices for a 3-polytope or a simplicial 3-polytope with no Hamiltonian 
circuit is 11. (For a survey of related results see Griinbaum [8].) However, 
for simple (3-valent) 3-polytopes the question has remained open. The 
first simple 3-polytope with no Hamiltonian circuit was constructed by 
Tutte [12]. Bosak has shown [private communication to Griinbaum] that 
there are at Ieast six nonisomorphic, 3-valent, 38 vertex, non-Hamiltonian 
3-polytopes all of which have cyclically exactly 3-connected graphs. (A 
graph is called cyclically n-connected if it cannot be broken into two com- 
ponents, each of which contains a cycle, by the removal of fewer than 
n edges, it is called cyclically exactt’y n-connected if it is cyclically n-con- 
nected but not cyclically (n + I)-connected. Note that the graphs of the 
simple 3-polytopes are all cyclically exactly 3-, 4-, or 5-connected.) 
In this paper we show that if some smallest non-Hamiltonian, simple 
3-polytope has a cyclically exactly 3-connected graph then it has 38 
vertices and thus, the well known examples, due to Bosak [2], Lederberg 
[lo], and Barnette, which are cyclically exactly 3-connected cannot 
be improved. We also show that every simple 3-polytope with fewer 
than 24 vertices has a Hamiltonian circuit, thus confirming and extending 
the work of Lederberg [IO]. Similar results have been obtained in a 
somewhat different manner by G. Wegner [private communication]. 
In searching for Hamiltonian circuits it is necessary to have some syste- 
matic procedure for enumerating the polytopes to be examined. The poly- 
tope G’ will be said to be obtained from the polytope G by a simple face 
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FIGURE 1 
splitting if G’ is obtained from G by adding a new vertex on each of two 
distinct edges of some face of G and a new edge connecting these vertices 
across the face, as, illustrated in Fig. 1. From one of the proofs of Steinitz’s 
theorem given in Steinitz and Rademacher [11], one sees that all simple 
3-polytopes can be obtained from the tetrahedron by a succession of 
simple face splits. This fact was used by Grace [6] in generating a list of 
the simple 3-polytopes with at most 18 vertices. A parallel result, on which 
our computational procedures will be based, is the following recent 
theorem of Kotzig [9], found independently by Faulkner and Younger [S] 
and Faulkner [4]. 
THEOREM (Kotzig [9]). The simple 3-polytopes with cyclically 4-con- 
netted graphs are exactly those polytopes obtainedfrom the cube by finitely 
many simple face splittings of a face of the polytope between two nonadjacent 
edges of that face. 
This theorem provides a generation procedure. Kotzig [9] lists all the 
nonisomorphic, simple 3-polytopes with at most 18 vertices whose graphs 
are cyclically 4-connected. There are exactly 25 with 18 vertices. (Note, 
in this connection, that a star is missing from polytope 505 in the Leder- 
berg [IO] listing of these polytopes.) 
We will use the following notation, introduced by Bosak [2]. An edge of 
a polytope is an a-edge if it lies on every Hamiltonian circuit of that 
polytope. An edge of a polytope is a b-edge if it lies on no Hamiltonian 
circuit in that polytope. In order to prove our main results we first estab- 
lish Theorem 1, which was suggested by B. Grtinbaum, and is an exten- 
sion of a theorem of Bosak [2]. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a smallest simple, non-Hamiltonian 3-polytope and 
G has a cyclically exactly 3-connectedgraph then there exist three edges d, e, 
andf in G such that if these three edges are cut and the three cut ends on 
each side are joined at a common new vertex, there will result two simple, 
3-polytopes Q and R with the properties: (i) the number of vertices of Q 
plus the number of vertices of R is equal to the number of vertices of G 
increased by 2, (ii) one of the edges d, e, or f becomes an a-edge in one of 
the polytopes Q or R and a b-edge in the other. 
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Proof. Since the graph of G is cyclically 3-connected but not cyclically 
4-connected there are three edges d, e, and f whose removal breaks the 
polytope into two separate parts each containing a circuit. Cut these 
three edges of G and form two polytopes Q and R from the two parts by 
adding a vertex in each part to join the three cut edges. Denote by d’, 
e’, f’ the cut edges joined at a common vertex in Q and by d”, e”, f “, 
the corresponding cut edges joined at a common vertex in R (see Fig. 2). 
G Q R 
FIGURE 2 
Both the polytopes Q and R have fewer vertices than G, their graphs 
are planar, 3-valent and cyclically 3-connected. Since, by assumption, G 
is a smallest such non-Hamiltonian polytope both Q and R must have 
a Hamiltonian circuit. 
If one of the cut edges is a b-edge in either Q or R then the corresponding 
cut edge is an a-edge in the other polytope since, if e’ is a b-edge in Q, 
both d’ and f’ must be a-edges in Q, hence d” and f” can lie on no 
common Hamiltonian circuit in R, and, therefore, c” must be an a-edge 
in R. 
Finally, one of the cut edges in one of the polytopes Q or R must be 
a b-edge, because Q has a Hamiltonian circuit, two of the cut edges, say 
d’ and e’, must appear on it, hence d” and e” can lie on no common 
Hamiltonian circuit in R; therefore, if neither d” nor e” is a b-edge in R, 
it must be that f’ is a b-edge in Q. This establishes the theorem. m 
THEOREM 2. If G is a 3-vale&, convex poIytope with a b-edge then G 
has at least 24 vertices. 
Proof. Bosak [2] has shown that any simple 3-polytope with fewer 
than 24 vertices which has a b-edge must be cyclically 4-connected and 
must have at least 20 vertices. 
Beginning with the 25 cyclically 4-connected, 18 vertex polytopes, as 
given by Grace [6] and Kotzig [9], the computer program listed in 
Butler [3] generated all cyclically 4-connected, 20 and 22 vertex polytopes 
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by the Kotzig face-splitting procedure. Using an algorithm due to Wein- 
berg [14, 151, the program generated, for each graph, a canonical number 
with the property that two planar, 3-valent, 3-connected graphs are iso- 
morphic if and only if these canonical numbers are equal. All duplicate 
graphs were discarded, giving exactly 87 cyclically 4-connected, 3-valent, 
planar graphs with 20 vertices and 313 with 22 vertices. They are listed 
in Butler [3]. All of these graphs were tested by the program which was 
run on the IBM 370/145 at the University of Victoria, Victoria, British 
Columbia. All were found to have no b-edge, thus establishing the theorem. 
That the numbers 87 and 3 13 are in fact correct, and thus the examination 
was complete, is corroborated by Faulkner [4, Chapter 71 and his work 
is in turn corroborated by Tutte [13]. 1 
THEOREM 3. If G is a simple 3-polytope with fewer than 24 vertices 
then G has a Hamiltonian circuit. 
Proof. This result follows directly from Theorem 2, since if G is a 
simple 3-polytope with fewer than 24 vertices, G has no b-edge and hence 
G must have a Hamiltonian circuit. 1 
THEOREM 4. If some smallest simple, non-Hamiltonian, 3-polytope has 
a cyclically exactly 3-connected graph then it has 38 vertices and the well- 
known examples of Boscik [2], Lederberg [IO], and Barnette, are minimal, 
non-Hamiltonian, simple 3-polytopes. 
Proof. This result follows directly from Theorems 1 and 2 since 
Bosak [2] has shown that the smallest simple 3-polytope with an a-edge has 
exactly 16 vertices. Therefore, if some smallest simple, non-Hamiltonian 
3-polytope has a graph with is cyclically exactly 3-onnected it has at least 
16 + 24 - 2 = 38 vertices. 1 
G. B. Faulkner [4] has shown that the smallest, simple, non-Hamiltonian 
3-polytope with cyclically 5-connected graph has at least 42 vertices. 
Therefore Klee’s problem is reduced to the existence of Hamiltonian 
circuits on simple 3-polytopes having n vertices 24 < n < 36, and cyclically 
exactly 4-connected graphs. 
Note added in proof. The author has just learned that these results have been 
obtained by P. R. Goodey, J. London Math. Sot. 5 (1972), 504-510. 
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